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Changes ahead for Chapel structure
B
y
By

L E A HABRAHAM
ardalja^
LEAH

Crescent Staff

Spiritual Life has confirmed that the chapel struc
ture Wil be changing for the 2013-2014 academic
y e a r.

chapel structure for
the next academic year wasthe
made
by administration

which included President Robin Baker and the vice
president team.

According to Brad Lau, vice president of Student
Life, there have been ongoing talks about In the past

year about this Issue in order to create more classopportunities during the typical chapel time
"One of the primary concerns was classroom

space and using resources effectively, and giving stu
dents and faculty more flexibility," said Lau. "We were
hearing from departments and some faculty about
the difficulty of working schedules . . . We're doing
this as a test next year to see If it fulfills our goals for
chapel effectively next year."

Though no decision is set in stone, the Spiritual

Life team has been working on framing what chapel

would look like next year.

"Chapel will still be required next year," said Jamie

Johnson, associate pastor. "However there may be

fewer chapel credits students will have to get. While a
decision has not yet been made on the actual amount
of chapel credits students will be required to get, it
looks as though the total number might be a little
less than the 20 we have required for the past few
years."

"Because of the change, we will most likely be re
ducing the options for getting chapel credit. Right
now it looks like we'll have chapel on Wednesday
morning at 10:40 a.m. and then an evening one at
7:30 p.m. The evening chapel will be different from

the morning chapel - maybe with the same speaker
but different content, so people could go to both if
they wanted to. But we will most likely concentrate on
these two times."

Other chapel events such as Shalom and Green
room are currently being talked about within ASC and
Spiritual Life.
Campus Pastor Sarah Baldwin confirmed the
rumors about the changing chapel structure for next
year durlhg Chapel on Feb. 13.
"There is no other place we get together as a big

group, other than sporting events," said Johnson. "It
is still important to [understand] that we have the big
group experience... together In one room singing,

searching scripture, and all that comes with it... that

is important to us."
This year, chapel services are available every
Monday and Wednesday, from 10:40 a.m. till 11:40
a.m. Other chapel events include Shalom, Tuesdays at
9 p.m.; Contemplative Worship, Fridays at 10:40 a.m.;

TotusTuus, Fridays at 10:40 a.m.; International Chapel,
Fridays at 10:40 a.m. Many of these options will be
offered next year, though whether they will be for
chapel credit is still being determined.
Johnson said, "We know that spiritual formation
happens in many places on campus, and the Spiritual
Life office does not have and should not have sole au

thority on how spiritual formation at George Fox. It is
our hope and desire, in whatever structure, to make
Jesus known on this campus in way that invites ev
eryone into a rich life of discipleship. What a beautiful
privilege it is to be a part of this important work."

Anonymous at

The Big Bang, Stephen Hawking, and God
BY

George Fox;

did it go too
far?

SARAH BIERNACKI
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

B y H E AT H E R D E R O S A

Dr. Henry F. Schaefer III is Graham Perdue

Crescent Staff

Professor of Chemistry and director of the

Due to alleged threats and on
going pressures from the George
Fox administration, the Anonymous
at George Fox FacebooW page has

Center for Computational Quantum Chem

istry at the University of Georgia. Dr. Schae
fer has received multiple honorary degrees,
along with a BS in chemical physics from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

been shut down.

The forum was created to give
students an anonymous outlet to

and a PhD in chemical physics from Stan
ford University. Dr. Schaefer accepted Christ,
along with his wife, while studying at Stan
ford University.
"The significance and joy in my science

voice their frustrations, crushes,

confessions, and any other informa
tion students would want to share,
but not have their names or faces

comes In the occasional moments of dis

attached.

covering something new and saying to
myself, 'So that's how God did It!' My goal is
to understand a little corner of God's plan,"

The page administrator posted
on March 3 the following status:
"Well It was fun while it lasted but
GFU has taken the'Be Known'cam

Shaefer said.

The night opened with an introduction by
Robin Baker, president of George Fox Uni
versity.
President . Baker proceeded to explain
that these annual lectures were designed

paign too far. .. There have been
some threats from the administra

tion and due to this the page will
be taken down. Please remem

ber that the posts on here do not
reflect the opinions or views of the

to feature Christian scientists. The series is

named after John Dalton (a praised Quaker
scientist) who was known for his work In the
modern atomic theory.
"Cosmology is the study of the universe
as a whole-its structure, origin, and devel

two administrators."

"All posts were student gener
ated and submitted because they
felt the need to express themselves
or be heard," the post continued.
"If you do know who the two
admins are, please keep this infor
mation anonymous, as we have

opment. The questions produced from cos
mology are profound, both scientifically
and philosophically." Dr. Schaefer appeared
successful in keeping his audience engaged

been threatened 'severe punish

even in the midst of the vast topics. He

ments.' Final word: while the people

behind the submissions have,

brought to light many scientists hesitation
on the topic of God and creation, simply
because it is such a vast subject and brings
up many impossible questions.

the page and its admins have not

broken any rules in the handbook.
This Page will be deleted at mid

He used the cosmologlcal argument to

night Sunday."
While it may seem that Student
Life has applied pressure and threat

argue the existence of God: everything that
begins to exist must have a cause. Suppose
the universe began to exist, he claimed;
then, the universe must have a cause, the

of punishment to the page admins,
Dave Johnstone, associate dean of
Students and director of Residence

cause of the universe must be some entity.

Life said, "There has been no pres
sure from the university 'Judlciar
side. Having followed the Anony

While addressing Stephen Hawking he

quoted this from Hawking's works, "The sin
gularities and horizons around black holes
and at the beginning of time." Hawking

Dr. Henry F. Schaefer III speaks during diis year's Dalton Lecture

mous movement for a little while,

Photo by JOEL RURIK j The Crescent

See BIG BANG I page 10

The world in shock as the Pope retires
By LIBERTY ENGLISH

cause of this abrupt decision.

and how that will affect the

Crescent Staff

Many of the reports from
Vatican City have Included

The emeritus.pope will spend

On Feb. 10th, 2013 Pope
Benedict XVI announced his

resignation. The throne of
St. Peter is now empty in the
first willing abdication since
CelestineVIn 1294.
The decision took effect

Feb. 28th and there has been

much speculation over the

new Pope's ability to reign.

the Pope's health as well as
scandal as reasons for him

time at the Castle Gandolfo

standing down from his post.

construction.

There are also many dif
ferent opinions on what it
will be like having the new
and former Popes living
within the Vatican City walls.

my only concern is the lack of ac

countability that one has In saying

while his new home is under
The Vicar of Christ's deci
sion could not have come at

a more pivotal time as the
leaderless Catholic nation
of 1.2 billion members Is

observing lent in anticipa

tion of Easter. The Vatican will

now begin its search for the
266th Pontiff.

^ Conclave, which is the

highly secretive meeting
wherein the world's Cardi

nals under age 80 decide the
next Pope, will begin early
See POPE j page 10

whatever one chooses - whether

true or not. This has the potential
for lots of havoc and destruction."

Johnstone continued by saying,
"This seems like someone is trying
to 'mess' with someone else. There

is some attempt at raising fear
levels. Considering all of the web
sites, social media, etc that refer
ence Fox experience, it would be

fairly delusional to believe that Fox
could control these media. So we

do not try. Sending an anonymous
See ANONYMOUS | page 12

B y E M I LY L U N D
Crescenc Staff

Though education may be
seen as George Fox University's
most priceless treasure, the
school houses another treasure

that money can buy: the Im

perial model of a Bosendorfer
grand piano.
The Imperial is one of two
Bosendorfers in the University's
collection of pianos, and was
purchased during the 20052006 school year. It officially
debuted on the Bauman stage
at a concert in February 2006,
and now calls the auditorium
home.

This Imperial model Is unlike
any other grand piano in the
world. Handmade in Austria,

the piano boasts 97 keys, as
opposed to the usual 88 of a
modern keyboard. At over nine
feet long and weighing over
1000 pounds, the piano "gener
ates unsurpassed power and a
poignantly full tone" (according
to the Bosendorfer company's
website).

The key that unlocks the
piano, says sophomore
music major Jacob Flaherty,
"is so uniquely made that if
it were lost it would have to

be re-shipped from the loca
tion [it was made], at great
cost!" Famed composers, such World renowned pianist Gianluca Luisi poses next to the
as Debussy and Ravel, have Bosendorfer piano
Photo by JOEL RURIK | The Crescen
See

FAMOUS

PIANO

page
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Merge of US Airways and American Airlines
By VINCENT De BENEDETTO
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

US Airways' and American Airlines'
boards have both approved the merger
between these two American based

airliners. US Airways, although smaller
than American Airlines, will be acquir
ing American Airlines. US Airways will
hold a 28% stake in the newly formed
company, while American Airlines'credi
tors will hold the other 72%.

over as the CEO of the newly formed
company. American Airlines' CEO Tom
Morton is said to be the non-executive

chairman in the new
If this merger
proved by federal
this new entity that

company.
were to be ap
regulators then
would be formed

between these two airlines would end

up being the largest airline carrier

It is planned for US Airways' Chief,
Executive Officer Doug Parker to take

See AIRWAYS | page 8

Speed Dating to cope with Valentines Day
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In the wake of Valentine's Day,
students gathered together in

the Bruin Grounds to partake
in speed dating on the night of
Feb. 16.

Tables were set up, music
was played, and as people filed
in, anticipation filled the air.

they liked, what they were
looking for, something about
themselves, anything and ev
erything. When the five minutes
were up, the men rotated
around the room while the

women crossed their fingers.
As the night wore on, more
and more people filed in, more

tables were set up, and more

Women sat on one side of the

laughs filled the air.

table, men on the other, and the
timer began.

her experience.

For five minutes people talked

to each other about anything

One attendee commented on

See SPEED DATING | page 8
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SPORTS

March Madness tournament on the horizon
B y R YA N L A C K E Y
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

March offers the hope of
springtime, the return of sun
shine, warm breezes, and life's
rebirth.

For basketball fans, however,
March carries an even greater
significance: the Big Dance, the
Tournament, the flurry of bas
ketball furor known as March
Madness.
Hardcore basketball fans

worldwide remained conjoined
to televisions, computers, and
broadcasts for months, soaking
in every grain of hoops-relat
ed data, while even President
Obama annually fills out a
bracket.

Sixty-eight college teams
begin the championship tour
nament with dreams of ascend

ing into basketball immortality.
Experts, pundits, and fans alike
lauded last year's tournament,
continuing the trend unpredict
ably established in 2011 with
the meteoric rise of tiny Virginia

Commonwealth University and
the failure of top seeds to meet
grandiose expectations. Parity
increases in all major sports,
and college basketball is no ex
ception.

This current season, a
variety of teams seized the top
ranking, only to be upset by

lesser teams. As Selection Day

approaches, few experts can
agree on the consensus top four
seeds, much less the remainder
of the teams.

Unlike in past years, when
Kentucky, University of North
Carolina and other powerhouse

best opportunity on paper, but
a road game at Michigan State
still looms on their schedule.

After tiny Virginia Common

wealth University, an 11 seed
who squeaked into the tourna
ment, advanced to the Final
Four in 2011 by beating top
seeded Kansas, fans became

obsessed with finding the "next
VCU," an irrelevant underdog
that has a sliver of a chance at

making a historic run.
This year, UNLV has attract

ed significant attention, as has

ball's bourgeoisie were virtual

Long Beach State. Assuming
both advance, UNLV faces Duke
in the Sweet 16, thought the
weakest of the top seeds. Con

l o c k s f o r t h e F i n a l F o u r, t h e

sidering the relative equality of

teams forming college basket
field seems truly open. Tradi

tional juggernaut Duke, while
almost certainly a top seed, is
unusually vulnerable; the other
projected top seeds - Miami,
Michigan State, and Indiana
- all have at least three losses

and could realistically lose to
a solid team any given night.
Indiana" has, top to bottom, the

the league and the vulnerabil
ity of the dominant schools, this

year seems as good as any for
an underdog story.

Brackets, diagrams of the

completes a bracket each year,
and - in the age of sabermetric
statistics and computer analyzation - the pseudo-science

of bracketology is now firmly
planted within the popular

Emily Painter
battles through

injuries and

sets new goals

lexicon.

Now as popular as fantasy
football or baseball, this year

stands as dauntingly diffi
cult to predict for experts and

casual fans alike. The possible
seeding for some teams runs

a huge range; projections for
Butler range from a 3-seed to an
8-seed.

March 19 marks the opening
of the 2013 NCAA men's bas
ketball tournament, sparking a
month of basketball fever and

seizing the attention of fans

nationwide. When the eventual

champion reigns in early April,
dejection will appear among
the cheers and celebrations, as

tournament fans complete with
teams they believe will win are

college basketball winds down.

wildly popular, and technol

by then, be in full swing.

At least baseball season will,
Emily Painter.

ogy has only added to the craze.
President Obama famously
By JESSICA RIVERA
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

George Fox baseball finds success
on the road

After taking three years off
of cross country, and running

one year at Concordia Univer
sity, Emily Painter broke the
second-best indoor time in

Bruin history in the women's
3,000 meter run with a time of
10:18.11 on Feb. 10.
I t w a s h e r fi r s t r a c e a s a

Bruin, and it was held at the

University of Washington's
Open indoor meet. Painter's

mark is second in school history

on\y to Mi-American liW Beais'
school record of 10:02.64 in
1 9 9 1 . I t w a s h e r fi r s t r a c e i n

nine months since she injured
her foot last May at Nation
als for Concordia. She took the

summer off, and to prepare

during the off-season she did
some aqua-jogging, and ran on

an anti-gravity treadmill.
Painter graduated from
Westview High School where
she ran cross country and track
all four years. After her break,
she went to Concordia Univer

sity to run again, and majored

in sports management. While at
Concordia she hit her personal
best in the 10k with a time of
36:00 minutes, and in the 1500
with a time of 4:37.
She was motivated to come

to George Fox because head
cross country coach Randy
Dalzell transferred to George
Fox, and was her coach at
Concordia. Once she visited,

though, she was sold on the

entire campus.
"I kind of always wanted to
come here, so I looked into it,

applied, and everything worked
o u t f r o m t h e r e , " s a i d P a i n t e r.
"When I came here first semes

ter, I knew where 1 was suppose

Zack Hegelmeyer makes a throw during a pre-season game.

to be. The team and coaches im
P h o t o b y G e o r g e F o x U n i v e r s i t y S t a ff

mediately welcomed me in the
first week, and I felt like a part of
the team."

Her goals for this year are

By MATT GARDNER
Crescent Staff

The George Fox Univer

sity baseball team opened the
2013 season with road trips

to Arizona and California. The

Bruins played their first four
games against NCAA Division
III opponents in the Arizona

Desert Classic, before traveling
to the Golden State to take on

California Lutheran in a threegame series.

George Fox finished with an

overall record of 4-0, averaging

nearly 13 runs per game and
batting .372 as a team.

The season opener featured
a 10-3 victory against Concor
dia University Texas. The Bruins

would go on to follow up the

left, cutting the CLU lead to 7-6.

against Texas Dallas 19-8, and

in dramatic fashion on a Tim
Williams double to secure the

win with a pair of victories

La Verne 9-3. The baseball team
concluded their 2013 Arizona
Desert Classic campaign by

smashing the University of Redlands 13-8.

The offensive showcase
continued when the Bruins

traveled to California to face

the Cal Lutheran Kingsmen in
a three-game series. Game 1
featured a Bruin comeback as
Fox trailed 7-2 heading into
the sixth Inning. Jared Chase

sparked the late rally with a
two-out, three-run homer to

The Bruins won the game 11-8,
Bruin victory.
The previously undefeated
Bruins fell twice to the Kingsmen the next day in a dou
ble-header featuring a pair
of one-run losses, ending a
5-game winning streak for
George Fox. The losses conclud
ed the road trips for the Bruins,
w h o fi n i s h e d w i t h a n o v e r a l l
record of 5-2.

Despite dropping the final
two games, George Fox is con
fident heading into the regular

season against conference op

to run at Nationals In the 10k,

ponents.

break the school record for the

D e r e k D i c k s o n s a i d , " We a r e

is still healing, so she's taking it

Following the pair of road 10k and 5k, and place top five
trips, Bruins' first baseman in Nationals for the 10k. Her foot
hitting the ball well and need easy. Her next possible race Is a

to keep playing the game our 10k in California during spring

way." If playing the game "our

break.

Painter likes the community
way" means scoring 13 runs
feel,
and the Christian environ
per game and batting .330 as a
team, then George Fox should ment at school, and in Newberg.
certainly continue playing the Her favorite place in Newberg
so far is Velour and Chapters.
game their way.
George Fox baseball faces

Pacific University on the road

March 9 in a double-header

with games at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m.

March 6, 2013
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"Guru" shares insight on living simply and thi S P ^
By MICAH AHN
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

I first ran into Gerald, the long-beard
ed "Guru" on campus while he was hiking

up his camp near Bald Peak. I was speed
ing at 55 In the dark, and If It weren't for
his spiffy orange glow vest, he might
have been a little harder to track down
for this interview. But we did meet a few

days later at ZIon Lutheran over beef
stroganoff donated by George Fox. 1 had
to wait for several men to leave; Gerald

was busy explaining Zen philosophy to
them when I arrived.

So what's your favorite section in the
George Fox library?

The history section, with the history

books and biographies, and now I also
read some of the Buddhist literature.

They have one shelf, just one small shelf,
for Buddhism: I think there's about 20 or

30 books there and then they have other
shelves for the other religions. But 1 think
it's enough for me.
I'm unfamiliar with Taoism. Can you
explain one of the concepts to me?
One of the basic concepts from the
Tao Te Ching Is non-action...Instead of

1. It is better to

devote years of
life to reading
and medita
tion than to

end up In a
prison later
for foolish or
bad mistakes.
2. The re
fi n e m e n t a n d

expansion of
knowledge and
wisdom

Is

an ongoing
process. The

our speech, behav
ior, and choices. The
longer we devote

I individual. The more discipline,
andthe
time
which
we spend
' CP
more
probable
will for
be this
the

ourselves to this
process, the

ac'^hTguess
evemeantloo
7°ours^'u^l m
i mora
tytil.
t of students at George

we can achieve.

their ^pensive education is worth ,t.

potential wisdom
3.

O'J''

personal
training and de
velopment mani

fests Itself in our
spontaneous

and Impulsive
behavior. And
that is the true
test of our char

more serious

acter.

we are about

4. The de

this process,
the

.oul is ultimately the responsibility of

velopment of

more

one's mind

wisdom

Fox urn... think twice about whether

wZt advice would you give to those

'"taughter) Well, I'm a very honest

person. That means that I mrght say
something that goes against schooi
poiicy maybe, and you know, this is my

educated opinion that every college
offers classes which are good for a per
son's development, intellectually. And
then there are classes which a person,

maybe, really doesn't need. For example,
I do not advocate education only for the

purpose of getting a job, and I do not
advocate getting an education only in

one specified area. I advocate knowl
edge and education for the purpose of
developing wisdom, our minds, and our
souls; basically, for understanding the
true purpose of our existence.

running around doing this, that, and
the other things, or running around
and bending to everybody's will or
doing what everyone tells you

So jrvy advice to students
is, even If they've paid a lot of
money for a college course...

to do... Just learn to do less,

If they decide to go through

or just do nothing and take
more time to just sit and
meditate... It helps us to gain
Insight and hopefully not to
do things that other people
do foolishly.
Reading: is that what
you enjoy doing the most
during the day?
Well, yes, I enjoy
reading most, because I
find that It's: Important.
It's not something that

with a college course, that
at the end of the four years

they should not stop there.

Even if they've finished a
major, learning the way of
knowledge and wisdom
Is probably the most im
portant thing that they
can do in their lives.
And

even

if

it

means

that they have to live
in a tent somewhere

and get food stamps

I do because I'm bored,

and read books, then

because I'm trying to
pass the time; It's some
thing that I do because
1 see a real purpose In
the process of acquir
ing knowledge and

that's how they
shou\d do it. Do W

for the purpose of
acquiring general
knowledge about

the world, about
human nature,

wisdom. And It's a

very long process.
It sounds ap
pealing, reading
books and cultivating

a b o u t h i s t o r y,
about. politics,
about everything
and... wisdom.

wisdom as the main

Yo u k n o w, h o w

goal in your life.
Oh yes. It's the
best goal. (Chuckles)
Here's some of my
personal thoughts
about my process of
living for wisdom and
knowledge:

to live peaceful
ly in the world.
And

I

believe

that should be
the ultimate

goal of educa
tion.

George Fox

Gerald's purpose in life is to seek truth and knowledge in all things
Photo by MICAH AHN \ The Crescent

See "Guru**

Gerald | page 8

Food Stamp Challenge: Eating to stretch every dollar
B y C H E L S E A S O WA R D S
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

As I scanned the aisles of the local

Grocery Outlet, I'd never felt that a $ 1 item

could seem too pricey-until now. A bunch
of bananas: too expensive. A gallon of
milk would cost me my whole budget. A
can of coffee? Forget it.
I've shopped inexpensively my whole
life. I coupon, buy off-brand products, and

bargain hunt, but keeping a strict, rigid
grocery budget is not a necessity. 1 always
buy what I need and know I'll be able to
a ff o r d i t .

Yet, as I attempted to shop with just

$5 for a whole day's worth of groceries, I
realized the luxury I've lived In. Though I
struggled through one day of this chal
lenge, I had to constantly remind myself
that "47 milljon Americans rely on the

modern food stamp program" on a daily
basis (NBC News).

I was Inspired to do this challenge after
Donna Beegle spoke at the LACI lecture
series on Feb. 4.

Beegle is the president of Commu
nications Across Barriers and brought to
our attention the varying Issues related
to poverty in our country. Beegle talked
about how the government estimates
the amount of money that will feed one
person for a day.

In 2008, the United States' Food Stamp
program changed its name to the Sup
plemental Nutrition Assistance Program
(SNAP).
SNAP calculates that 30% of their

clients' monthly budget will be spent on
food. Therefore, according to the govern
ment, a family of four can spend $668
per month on food. Dividing this total, it

comes out to about $5.50 per day, or $1.80

per meal.
With this in mind, I went shopping at a
discounted grocery store and attempted

to purchase $5 worth of food for a day. I
tried to be realistic and buy varied prod
ucts to construct complete meals (not just
20 bags of Top Ramen).
Here's what I was able to purchase:

•A single serving bag of enriched
wheat bran flakes, a juice box size contain
er of milk, and canned biscuits for break
fast

•A single microwavable chlmichanga

and a cereal bar for lunch

•A box of couscous, a can of kidney

beans, and a can of tuna fish for dinner

Looking at the list, what do you

notice? These items lacked nutritional
value, were pre-made, and constituted for
only a single meal.

What about fresh fruits and vegeta

bles? To be honest, 1 needed food that was

going to last for a while and fill me up at
little cost. These items were high in carbo
hydrates and were the cheapest forms of
protein I could find.

How was I supposed to stretch the

budget to include such items when
produce costs more in the off-season?

According to SNAP's website the goal
of the program is to help "low-Income in
dividuals purchase food so that they can
obtain a nutritious diet." Yet $5.50 a day is
not going to cut it

If a gallon of milk is going to be a little

over half of my daily budget, what day

wou d I be forced to cut back on my other
meal items just to afford a nutritious item?
And if your family has food alleraies

ucts are outrageously expensive and wil

nonogically fit in the strict daily aliowWhether or not you feel that I coulH
have created a more balanced menu

my resources, I challenge you Thp nl .

time you're out shopping be creabl ^

A RT S & C U LT U R E
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Senior Charles Allen publishes thrilling novel
ALLISON

first page. Elisabeth breaks

leader, and that of fulfilling

the

for

her new mission as the new

young ladies
colonial
' English
town in
of her
Saintsburg

guardian of much more
than just the one necklace

MEADE

Crescent Staff

Charles Allen opens his

newly published novel,
"The Maiden, the Minstrel
and the Candelabrum," with

the words "Family Is some
times just a rag-tag group

of beautiful people who
fi n d e a c h o t h e r a n d c h o o s e

each other.". These words

ring true throughout the
story and present one of Its

societal

norms

by experiencing freedom
and finding adventure in
the woods outside the city.
"She defies every social
standard that the city sets
up," Alien said. "Ail the rich

people have incredibly
high social standards and
she doesn't own that. So

she bucks and kicks against

she now holds.

Throughout most of the
book, the story is told
through the eyes of Elisa
beth herself, giving the
reader insight into the

have to be a biological unit,
but family can be some

thing that's created and
found."

Allen not only captivates
his audience with a grip

ping and fast-paced story,
but

also

communicates

powerful themes into his
writing with rich detail and
well-developed characters.

character's motives and

feelings, which Alien de
velops thoroughly. Elisa
beth's character noticeably
changes from the novel's
beginning to end; she
transforms from a girl to

"The Maiden, the Min

strel and the Candelabrum"

a w o m a n a s s h e f u l fi l l s

transported me to another
world and to a place where
i believed i could truly
imitate the courageous and
adventurous spirit of the

Minstrel and the Candela

leave her alone."

the roles of guardian and

characters.

brum," the first book of The
Legend of Caripose series,
early in his teenage years.
"i started writing this

As the story continues,
Elisabeth ends up at a car

w a r r i o r.
Alien weaves the theme

Allen's "The Maiden, the
Minstrel and the Cande

nival and witnesses the
murder of a woman who
carried a beautiful neck

of community strongly
throughout the novel. The
characters form strong
bonds, and the descriptive
and figurative language
brings us into the circle of

labrum" is currently avail

many strong themes.
George Fox University

the goes. She kind of does

senior Charles Allen started

her own thing, but she stiii
tries to keep everybody

writing "The Maiden, the

happy, so they'll kind of

b o o k w h e n i w a s fi f t e e n

and I finished it in a year
and a half: the draft, the

actual story part. Then I just

lace, which possesses
magical and powerful qual

kind of let it sit for a while,

ities. Elisabeth takes the
necklace as the woman's

and then I wrote the three

murderers pursue her. She

sequels, all of them before
coming to Fox,"said Alien.

runs into a minstrel who

The book introduces a

strong-willed and indi
vidualistic main character,

Elisabeth Waveriy, on the

becomes her partner on
her new journey.
Elisabeth must rise to

the challenge of becoming
a warrior and courageous

friends and comrades that

move through the journey
together.
Alien explained, "I wanted
to really nail down the idea
of family. That was really
important to me: how
family doesn't necessarily

ly

able for purchase on
Lulu.com or through the
novel's Facebook page: The
Legend of Caripose.
The second book in the

series, Memochrodis, will
be available soon and if it's

anything like its prequei, it
will thrill and captivate au
diences from the first page.

Senior Charles Allen self-publishes his novel.
Photo by KOSETTE ISAKSON | The Crescent

Spring break on a budget

TUESDAY

By ANNA BRAMSON
Guest

Contributor

a trip to the Oregon Zoo.
It is open from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. and is home to five
major exhibits, with about
Oregon Zoo would make
great day trip and provide
you with hours of enter

vases, picture frames,
platters, plates, and so
much more. No need to

be an artist. Make something
for your mom or your signifi
cant other. It's a winner for ail.

the animals or get
some food from the
zoo's cafe

here to let you know that you have
options.
if you are looking to get out of town
but you don't want to go too far away,
Portland is the farthest you need to go.
Or if you are going to be living it up in

THURSDAY
WEDNESDAY

Newberg, I have things for you to do.
With countless activities available, you
can find something new to do every

Pack a picnic lunch and take it to
the Oregon coast for a day in the

day. I have created a day to day itinerary
that you can follow to get the most out

have an awesome week full of activities.

piggy banks, figu
rines, ornaments,

t a i n m e n t . Yo u c a n f e e d

n o t f r e t ! Yo u s t i l l h a v e t i m e . A n d I a m

Whatever you do, make sure to spend
time with family and friends and create
memories that will last a lifetime. Stay

muqs, bowXs, tx\es,

They carry a pleth
ora of pre-made
ceramics that you can
paint. Pick your piece of
pottery: with over 250 pieces
to choose from, prices range
from $2 to $80. The average

2,200 individual animals. The

that's going home for the week or flying
to some tropical getaway), this is for
those who have yet to make any plans.
Have the cash to fly away to some
tropical paradise? No? Yeah, you and
every other college student. Weil, do

pnce is $20. They
have something for
everyone, such as

down the road to
Sherwood to v\s\t
the Painted Plate.

If the rain holds off, take

your spring break figured out (whether

of your 2013 spring break experience
without breaking the bank.
Tweak these days as much as you
like to fit your 'schedule and your
budget, or you can take my advice and

Keep it closer
to home and go

MONDAX

Spring break: it's the week we all
look forward to during second semes
ter while we patiently wait for summer
to get here. Spring break is all about
having fun in the sun, making memo
ries with friends and family, and enjoy
ing time out of the classroom.
While many of you may already have

This day keeps it simple. Put your hiking boots
on and head for the trails. .Newberg and surround
ing areas are home to many trails that you and your
friends can go explore on foot or on bike.
Located in Forest Grove, about 20

minutes away, is the Henry Hagg
Lake trail. Get out and enjoy the
fresh air and see the beauty God
has created. Take your camera
and snap a new Facebook
profile picture. We all
know that's the only
reason we take pictures

sun. Throw the Frisbee around or

fly a kite. Drive down to Depoe Bay
and do some whale watching or
cruise through the fun little town.
Go for a romantic stroll down the coast

or, if you're brave, play in the water. End the

day with a bonfire on the beach: roast marshmaiiows and
make the perfect s'mores. This Is entertainment on a college

anymore.

budget. You can sit in the sand ail day if you wanted to.
Doesn't sound too bad to me.

away from the television and video
games, and log off of the social media
sites. Get outside. Stay safe. Stay sober.

FRIDAY

SATURDAY
browse through tons of vendors selling

Only have 20 dollars in your pocket? Do
get a rush from sifting through old and used
stuff, searching for that awesome find for less
than five bucks? Do you listen to Macklemore? if yes, then Friday is the day for
thrifting! For starters, check out Velour in
Newberg. They always have sweet deals

ail kinds of crafts and yummy foods
to eat. It's no cost to get in, aside from

parking. It's a great people-watching
opportunity (if you're into that sort of
thing) and it's in the hub of downtown,
if you breeze through the market, head
over to VooDoo Doughnuts, or if you

and a friendly face working the register,

along with a fun atmosphere and cool
fi n d s . W i l s o n v i i l e h a s a k i l l e r G o o d w i l l . P o r t -

is full of vintage and thrift shops: 82nd in SE Portland,
Hawthorne, and 23rd, to name a few hot spots. Grab your mon
ey-saving friends and go see who can find the best deal.

The Portland Saturday Market is
going to be starting back up in March,

so Saturday would be the day to head
down to the Portland waterfront and

don't mind a bit of a walk, check out

Pioneer Square and Powell's Book Store.
Spend the day looking through hun

dreds of books while eating a doughnut
or two.

Check out these fun and affordable spring break ideas.
Photos by LEAH ABRAHAM 1 The Crescent
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A ^^Lifestyle^' gamble: March Madness and morality
B y C H E L S E A S O WA R D S
Crescent Staff

A pile of money sits in the
middle of the table, a ten-dollar

bill belonging to each person
in the room. The pile, atop a
handmade bracket, has one

blank slot waiting to be filled.
Beer cans and bottles litter the
c o ff e e t a b l e , A t e l e v i s i o n s c r e e n

in the background depicts a

collegiate athlete dribbling a
ball down the court to a suc

cessful layup. A few onlookers
clench their fists In affirmation
while the others watch In antic

ipation. It's a two-point game,

the winner is unknown, but

each envisions the outcome
in their favor. That's the fun of

the game. The unknown. The
reward.
This is the Iconic American

March Madness scene.

The George Fox community
aims to live a Christian lifestyle

that may differ from the main
stream of society. So natural

ly, this scene is not accepted
amongst George Fox students.
But an aspect of this scene
(minus the alcohol) may take
place on campus..
"We avoid gambling, not
only to practice good steward
ship of our resources, but also
to prevent welcoming greed in
wardly and joining In the social
inequities on which gambling
thrives," the George Fox com
munity lifestyle agreement
reads.

As Indiana, Miami (FL) and

Gonzaga are proving to be fa
vorites in the Division One Na

tional Championship, people

across the nation are making
brackets, placing bets, and
rooting for the team on which
they gambled.
Students

and

staff

at

George Fox University are
no exception to the March
Madness Pools.

"It seems to me, based on
what I see here in our student

population is that it is all in
good fun and there's a perspec
tive to It that Is fun and healthy,"
Director of Athletics Craig
Taylor said in a 2011 interview.
Upon enrolling at George
Fox University, traditional un
dergraduate students are
required to sign a lifestyle con
tract. Within the contract, It

states George Fox's views on
gambling: "Gambling Is viewed
as an unwise use of God-given
resources and as a practice
marked by greed. Therefore,
gambling is not acceptable in
any form."
So, what is gambling? Does
it only take place in casinos?
With a bookie?

Also In a 2011 interview,
George Fox University psy
chology professor Dr. William
Buhrow said that: "Gambling at
its most basic level is entering
into some activity where you're
wagering on an outcome that is
unpredictable."
Though collegiate sports
brackets may be a far cry
from the dice, cards, and slot

machines of Las Vegas, the
concept is the same.
Buhrow was a member of a

task force that created a guide
for colleges and universities to

refer to on their gambling poli
cies. Along with the Harvard

in pools or fantasy eagues in

Medical School and Center

honor statement says: ...tne

of Addictions, the task force
published Call to Action. This
handbook makes suggestions
for colleges and universities na
tionwide about how gambling
policies should be implement
ed and enforced, along with
prohibition policies.
"Some policies are there so
that people can live in commu-

George Fox University corn-

We avoid gambling,
not only to practice

good stewardship of our
resources, but also to

prevent welcoming greed
inwardly and joining in

social inequities on which
gambling thrives,' the
George Fox community
lifestyle agreement reads.

whfch an entry fee is required
Td there's an opportunity to

The George Fox biniversity

win a prize," Taylor says of the
NCAA gambling poiiaes on

munity accepts a lifestyle that

student athletes. "So if it cost

excludes gambling and tne

them to gst into't and theres

use or possession of non-med
ical drugs, alcohol, tobacco^

a prize at the end of It, then it's
considered sports wagering in

obscene or pornographic ar

To pair gambling with

the eyes of the NCAA.
George Fox University may
choose to view low-key, low-

university has strict rules on

harmless and purely for enter
tainment purposes, the NCAA

ticles or literature, and forbids
immoral sexual behavior."

money March Madness pools as

other paraphernalia that the
may be misleading in the leni

differs.

ency of the rules.
"The way that the state
ment Is structured is unfortu

"Athletes are sometimes

unaware of that, too. We talk
about it all the time. But the
Idea that their dorm floor is

nate because I think that you
have the issue of alcohol where
the criteria is: Don't. Ever. In

doing that and they throw In 50

cents, it doesn't really register
as a major NCAA violation. By

any form, at any level," Taylor
says. "It would be a little like
saying, we don't want you to

the letter of the law it Is," Taylor

We don't want you to drink, but
It's okay to have a glass of wine.

Failure to abide by these
rules, athletes can potentially

The idea of the leniency across
the board for those things,

athletic eligibility.

gamble, but it's okay to do this.

says.

lose a year or even all of their
As fans anxiously watch
national championship crown

doesn't work."

While tolerance of March

Madness pools for the major
nity; we have a sense of order.
Other polices are there because
they're just kind of good ways
to live life," Buhrow says. "Some
policies are there because
they're moral issues. There are

to wagering on games that the

argument of why gambling is
something someone should

NCAA sponsors,"Taylor says.
The NCAA specifically rules
against any student athlete,
coach, or athletic department
staff from engaging in any type
of sports wagering.
"They will not participate

to

the

com

munity and lifestyle con
tract, another publication has
shown the university's view on

on their own participation in
betting pools.
Buhrow says that students

ception.
"The NCAA is really serious
about it, particularly as It relates

some that have built a moral

not do."
In addition

ings, the George Fox communi
ty may feel obligated to reflect

ity of the student population is
left up to the jurisdiction of the
university, athletes are the ex

need to ask themselves, '"Can I

glorify God In doing this?' The
years that students are here,
they do have to answer to the
university if we find out. But the

real deal, ultimately, they have
to stand before God and give

an account of what they have
done."

Not hooked on campus bathrooms Where to live on campus

These are just some of the few residence areas available to students.
Photo by LEAH ABRAHAM | The Crescent

By LISA LOPERFIDO
Crescent Staff

By now I assume you've

made your friends and you
have a general feeling of who
you enjoy spending lots of time
Not all on-campus bathrooms have coat racks.
Phoio by LAUREN PARKER | The Crescent
By LIBERTY ENGLISH

the facilities. It is a shame to see

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

all of these expensive or other
wise important artifacts sub
jected to the nastiness of the

There is much that George
Fox University has to offer
its students: state of the art

they would offer could add to

the GFU's for prospective stu
dents. Walking into a restroom
where it is obvious that person

and faculty are among the

that the bathrooms at GFU are

top reasons people choose to
attend. However, there is one
small thing that could be done

al belongings are cared about
could bring ease to minds like
mine who wonder where the

unclean; I am sure that by com

bottom of my backpack or

parison to other schools the

purse has been.
So I plead now, to whom

equipment and a loving staff

which could make a huge dif
ference. There ought to be coat
racks with hooks In the restrooms on campus.
Walk into the ladies' room

between classes on any given
day and it is possible that you
will see coats, backpacks and
pocketbooks littering the floor
as their respective owners use

b a t h r o o m fl o o r .

I do not mean to Imply

facilities are immaculate. I do

mean to express my frustration
with the lack of accommodation

for personal effects, especially
in the rainy season when mud
and germs are prevalent visi

with, and those with whom you
prefer to just share a quick meal
rn the Bon. As the housing se
lection deadline approaches

(students must pay deposit by

March 15 and must fill out the
housing form before March 22)
you must figure out who you
would like to live with.

Apartments and suites are

good for housing groups of
"ot want to

to each UPJ
otheryou
andcan
visitliveallnext
the

tors.

such a relief knowing that I can

It would not take much to
install coat racks or hooks into
the walls of the restrooms on

take my belongings with me

campus and the peace of mind

out with me.

into the "loo" without worrying

about what I am carrying back

the house will be, then politely
request to live with them or in

one of the other houses they

will oversee. Houses vary in size,
from as little as five occupants
all the way to 12 residents.
Houses are suitable for
many types of people: those

who like to be independent,
because they are isolated from
others; and for those who like

to entertain, because you can
nt a lot of people into the living
rooms. But at the end of the

oay, you still have your own

private space. Upperclass stu
dents get priorities on houses.

Each year you change, and

your wants, needs, and living

ever is in charge of such things:
think about the positive Impact
of having a safe clean spot to
house belongings while we take
care of business. It would be

Narnia. To get in a house, you

must figure out who the RA of

preferences change as well.

... remember this: start

and Beebe"*'
apartments
Winters, and Weefner

sSfISi

tniriKing about where you want

A wwherever
h o m , ayou
n d end
w huo,
y.
And
make the most of it, be nice to

^9^'^^°°mmates, and do your
Visit this site fer more
I ..Qeorgefox.edu/offices/

student-life/residence-life/
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Hazards of texting and walking

7

Safe from fires and sleep
B y K AT H E R I N E

Intense situation I envisioned In

VA N L A N D I N G H A M
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

my head. I soon found out why
t h i s w a s s o a s t h e fi r s t fi r e m a n

This Is a shout out to all my
hall mates, to every dorm resi
dent who has ever been jarred

exited the building carrying the
one and only Item destroyed In
the building: a sausage. He told

from a great night's sleep, or

us to return to our rooms.

The scene seemed comical

found themselves outside

wearing nothing but a smile
and a towel as the great bakers
of the building continue the
tradition of dally fire drills. I feel

as I was unaware at the fre

quency of such cooking
mishaps. Little did I know that

this was just the beginning.

your pain.

the

Now
the
kitchen Is not

a place you'd
typically find
me. Baking
and cooking

of the past

4

PULL

4

than I ever
have In all of

this depart

combined.
Residents
continued
to burn meal

my 19 years

Even

c o n fi d e n t

that any new
chef, includ

F I R E

after meal,

ing myself,

By LEVI BOVVERS
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Picture this. You are walking
to class. Suddenly, your phone
vibrates and you pull it out In
anticipation of something great.

Sure, It is only a text, but what it
says Is a complete mystery. Is It
that cute boy or girl from chem
istry? Or maybe It Is a friend
telling you that your class is
canceled. Then, it hits you. The

has been happening quite a bit
.around campus recently. It has
even distracted me from my
classes because 1 will look out a

window and see someone just
barely miss a wall because he or
she managed to look up In time.
It gets worse. These people
have started to run Into me

w a l l . Yo u k n o w, t h e o n e t h a t

now. The other day In the Bon 1
was Innocently going to get my
food, unsuspecting of the on
coming collision. From my right

was In front of you that you
walked into because you were

a step back. A mere moment

too busy to look up from your

of hesitation and 1 would have

phone to see It.
As funny as this sounds,

people running Into walls while
looking at their phones seems
to greatly afflict the George Fox
community. It seems like this

side I saw movement and I took

been side-swiped by some guy
watching a video on his phone.

This Is where I draw the line.

can keep a
meal

I like cell phone technology.

It gives us a way to communi

from

going up
fl a m e s .
That

i n

being said,

to be so sucked Into our devices

can

that we forget that other people
are around us. I do not really
mind if the people who are so
engulfed by their technology
look up and run into walls. They
are just hurting themselves
and maybe It will teach them a
lesson, but when we start Ignor
ing those around us, we have a
big problem.
By all means, walk Into those
walls. It gives me something
to laugh at as I walk by. I beg
of you, though, please c\ult
running into me. if what is

please
explain to
me why the

going on in your hand Is that

A L A R M

everything
from pizza to
the easy-tomake college
classic, top
r a m e n .

have a problem when we seem

important. It will not hurt you to
stop for a second.

have experi
enced
more
fi r e
scares

so, I am fairly

Photo by LAUREN PARKER | The Crescent

six months I

are useful life
skills but I
lack talent In
ment.

Some students take the risk of running into people and things in order to maintain contact with others.

Over
course

S i

someone

igi KMCin

I
have
become
so
used
to

seeing these
fi r e m e n

Newberg Fire a standard campus fi r e
Department photo by leah ABRAHAM 1 The Crescent OUr laSt
considers

drill

the

campus of George Fox Univer
sity their second home?
I remember my first GFU fire
alarm experience; I jumped out
of bed and grabbed everything
I could as I fled my room in
fear that it would soon be con

seventh time you've been here
this year?" I shouted out to my
new found friends. "Nope. The
twelfth,''tfiey replied.
While I think it Is obvious

sumed by fire.
that our campus could use a
\ was surphsed how pu\cV.\y t e w m o r e c e u Y r o v i s c o o V e r ^ ,
the Newberg firefighters were I guess we'll have the many
on the scene but was confused

amateur GFU chefs to thank for

at their lack of urgency and

all the practice In the event of a

panic as they approached the

real emergency.

Two ways to look at Lent
By SARAH BIERNACKI
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

The traditional purpose of Lent

is the preparation of a believer
through prayer and self-denial. It Is
also usually a 40-day period before
Easter: this year. Lent began on
Feb. 13 and will end on March 30.

Lent can be practiced by all de

nominations of the Christian faith,

for God as a good thing. Matthew
6:16-18 says, "And when you fast,
do not look gloomy like the hypo
crites, for they disfigure their faces
that their fasting may be seen

by others. Truly, I say
to you, they have re
ceived their reward,
B u t when you fast,
anoint

but Is mainly practiced by Catho
lics, Anglicans, Lutherans and

your head
and wash ^
your face,

Methodists.

that your
fasting

Ash Wednesday

marked the first day of
Lent, during which you

may

saw many people with
crossed drawn across their

forehead in ash. The ash cross on

each forehead serves as a reminder
of human mortality and as a sign of

mourning and repentance to God.
The purpose of this tradition is

to set aside earthly things to allow

By LIBERTY ENGLISH
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

The observance of Lent has In

many ways weaseled Its way into an
American tradition. People are a little
uncertain about the time in between

Fat Tuesday at Mardl Gras until all the
eggs are found at Easter. Most people
would think us Christians crazy to
observe such a seemingly arbitrary
tradition. There is something about a

forty-day forego of our favorite things
that turns people off.

The significance of the for
ty-day affair goes back as far
as God's promise to Noah
w h e r e i n h e w o u l d fl o o d
the world for said

time frame, thereby
destroying all

not be

seen by

that he had

others but

created.

by your Father

who Is In secret. And

your Father who sees^ in
us to get closer to Jesus, to better secret will reward you."
understand His sacrifices and suf

fering for us. Some may argue
there Is no real point In partici

Jesus suffered 40

days, starving himself
and being tempted

pating in Lent because God does by the devil. Through
not judge us on our works, while
others may argue that It leads to a
better personal relationship with

this experience he leaned on God
rather than earthly things and
desires. Instead looking to heaven.
All In all, I do not think we ail need

Multiple verses speak about the to practice Lent, but It Is a good
outcome of fasting and sacrificing tradition to uphold.

Student contempbres the pros and CO photo by LEAH ABRAHAM | The Crescent

we

were able to talk as if we were
old friends. "Isn't this like the

building. It was as If this was
a normal occurrence, not the

cate with those we love. I do

on

campus that
alarm.
during

Moses

spent forty days

and nights in the presence
of God, without food or water, In
order to receive the commandments

of God and present them to the freed
Israelite slaves. Even Jesus got in on
the Lent action when he went Into the

desert to be tempted by Satan.
There Is great value In remem
bering the sacrifice of Christ and ap
preciating the promise of God. The
problem therefore lies In the legal
ism of this particular tradition and Its

effect on the lives of Its upholders. The

sacrifice that Jesus made for our sins

Is not something that one celebrates
only once a year; it Is an ever-present

reality and therefore deserves dally
recognition.
It is pointless to observe Lent If

every other day of the year is spent
In sin. Lent cannot save the soul; only
Jesus can do that. In other words,

every day should be a testament to
God's love for the world. God's love

does not start or stop based on the
c a l e n d a r.

Obviously, If God's love does not
depend on the day of the month or
year then observing Lent cannot be
all bad. If observing Lent brings you
closer to God then by all means keep

It up. Anything that helps usher
the heart to worship is worth
doing. It does nothing,
however, for your salva
tion, which Is bought
and paid for by the blood
of Christ. Hailelujahl
That is why I for the
most part am against keeping
empty tradition: because It does
nothing to show the ever present

reality of Christians'freedom from the

law. It is, in fact, a contradiction to

uphold a law that we are freed from. It
Is analogous to a scenario wherein for
forty days and nights America revert
ed back to being a part of the British
Empire, even though many died to

free us from the throne of England.
It's safe to say that people would not

go along with it. Once you're free,
you're free.

THE
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"Guru** Gerald: the story behind
the man in the library
Continued from page 4

is traditionally a Quaker insti
tution, and the Quakers were

at the head of Evangelical
Pacifism. I think a lot of people
would like to hear what you
have to say.
When we have wisdom
we learn the truth about ev

erything, so we know what to
advocate and what not to...

because we can say things that
sound good, that we think are
true, but when we get down to

the nitty-gritty we sometimes
understand that those things

are not always good or true.

When you embrace a pacifist
lifestyle, there are many logical
choices that stem from that.

For example, I do not vote for
politicians who make war. And

because I'm skeptical at this

point in my life, I don't vote for
anybody at all. There's some

body that might not be telling
you the truth. And I don't do

other things that I understand

are

connected

with

a

read as many books as I want.

out the window and I picked
it up and it was in brand riew
condition. One time I just found
$25 on the side of the road. And
I know that they're for me. Its

And, I have that freedom, and

just sort of how my guardian

war

you about the way you choose

agenda. If somebody paid me

to live?
I did choose to live in a tent
so I would have the freedom to

a million dollars to work in a

company where they process
things for the military, I would
say no to that million dollars.
How long have you been
choosing this current lifestyle?
Two and a half years ago I
started my reading marathon,

I am reading the books and I
am very happy inside about
that. Some things that are ex
citing are about the ways that
my higher power, or guardIan angel, or whatever works

my study. Before that I basi
cally lived in Russia for four
teen years. And I was an English
teacher there.
I think even if someone

chooses, for whatever reason,

to copy my lifestyle-living in a
tent, for the purpose of contin
ued self-development and edu
cation and pursuit of wisdom,
that person should not worry.
People are very friendly to help
such people. It is a lot of work,
but it is very rewarding.
I feel like I'm trying to get to
the place where I have mean
ingful values, to put them at the
top, above security and money
and position or something like

pendant. The outer circle of the
peace sign stems back from

are loved, even If It's not on a

the lowest life forms, where

are doing the right thing. Some

the most advanced life forms,

left It there. It's true, it happens
sometimes. Even if It's a pot.
One time I found a pot that I
needed to cook some soup. Or
a towel: somebody left a brand
new fresh towel, just threw it

to immortality. The love sign
stands for finding love, which
means finding agape love for
me, making the right chorees

sarily, you feel good and really

before, and it represents the

side of the road. Somebody just

inq non-violence Is the path

your pendant means.
It's a love and peace
ancient India, or maybe even

something...I just see it on the

not making war, 9"^,

where you feel love. Even if its

something. If I don't have it,
those things come to me in un
expected ways, which is really
interesting. It's the way spiritu
ality works when we are going
in the right direction, when wethe side of the road, if I needed

path. Making good choices,

angel or higher power works.
I'm really interested in what

with me. Sometimes if I need

times, when I am walking along

that. But it is hard. What excites
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cycle of reincarnation. At the

bottom of the circle you have
animals are represented. At
the top of the circle you have
humans. The circle represents

the cycle of reincarnation...if
the spirit makes bad choices,
if it makes wars, if it is cruel

toward other people, then It de
grades and ultimately, if people
are really bad, they might be

not from another person neces

warm inside. You feel that you

spiritual level, because you are
making good and right choices.
What happens when I make
mistakes?

There's a lot of literature to

be studied, to learn from other

people's mistakes. Learn from

the mistakes of history. That

way you won't repeat those mis
takes.

Gerald spends most af
ternoons studying in the Fox
library and appreciates discus

sion partners.

animals in their next lives. The

straight line In the middle rep
resents the good or straight

AIRWAYS: the merger of United
Airlines and American Airlines

Continued from page 2

E'VE G

in the United States. This would
mean that 70% of the airline

industry market share would
be controlled by four airlines
(United, Delta, Southwest, and

US Airways/American Airlines.
Many critics are saying that
if this merger were to be ap
proved then it is fair to say that
we can say goodbye to the era
of airfare that has been getting
cheaper. This is not considered
a monopoly, but rather a large
decrease of competition in the
United States airline industry.
Executives from both com

panies are assuring the public
that only good things will
come out of this merger. There
will be a larger array of flight
destinations that will be able
to be offered to customers.

US Airways CEO Doug Parker
claims that there will be no clo
sures of main hubs or destina
tions that it would service.

As with past airline mergers,
this merger may cause an in
d e fi n i t e c a p a c i t y r e d u c t i o n
throughout the industry. This
would, for the time being,
reduce supply and of course
increase the overall prices of

BESfPRC
iE

airfare.

This new airline will employ
more than 100,000 workers and
will serve about 187 million pas
sengers per year. About 6,700
flights will be offered daily to
336 different destinations in 56
countries.

S P E E D D AT I N G : t h e h u n t f o r

Mr, or Mrs. Right
Continued from page 2

"[My favorite part was] the
really good conversations, like

J IT BY 10% ON »

find a better PRICH »

.

■

w h e n t h e fi v e m i n u t e s w e r e

up and they were still talking
or you were still talking about
something and you're just like
'aw man!' because it was actu

ally really good conversation. A
lot of times that happened, but
then sometimes they were a
really rough five minutes."

As with any date, there were
some good and bad experienc
es alike, but students left happy
and excited for the future of

their prospective love lives.
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Associate Dean of Students addresses Scott Cox^s release
His victims were female prostitutes, and
he is suspected in the death of other
female prostitutes. While he is released
from the jail during the day, he Is sen
tenced to post-prison supervision for
life.

He has a number of supervision con
ditions, but for the most part he is free

to go about his day. He is geographically

restricted to Yamhill County and needs
to be back In McMinnville by 8:00 p.m.
He is monitored by GPS and if he doesn't
show up by 8:00 p.m.
There are several measures in place
to monitor Cox' whereabouts and be

Yamhil County Corrections releases Scott Cox.
Photo

from Yamhill Count/ Community Corrections Website

This is a letter addressed to the student

living in the Yamhill County Jail (McMin-

body from Associate Dean of Students

nviile), but he is free from 8 a.m. to 8

Dave Johnstone regarding the release of
Scott Cox in Yamhiil County.
I imagine many of you have heard
about Scott Cox, a convicted mur
derer who was released to Yamhill

County on Feb. 22, 2013. He is currently

p.m.

Many rumors are flying around. Let
me try and clarify some of the details.
Scott Cox was a resident of Newberg in
the early nineties. He was apprehended
due to the diligence of Newberg Police
officers and convicted of two murders.

people fearful and paralyzed. We have
no reason to be fearful. If you see some
thing odd or just out-of-p!ace feel free
to call security. They are happy to come
and make sure it is not a concern.

Thank you for watching out for each
other. Be careful, vigilant and aware of
one another and your environment,

no matter whether you are on- or offcampus.

Feel free to contact me if you have any
questions,
Dave Johnstone
Associate Dean of Students

havior, but nothing Is foolproof. There
are public and private transportation
options that make coming to Newberg
a possibility. Unfortunately this has hap
pened.
If you see him on campus, please do
not confront him but immediately call
security (x2090). He is not permitted
to be in places where there are minors
congregating. Cox is not allowed near
schools, parks, or libraries. While we
do not have many, we do have some
minors in our community.

djohnsto@georgefox.edu

Thank-you for your vigilance in keeping

Further while there are no guarantees,
but his past behavior was to develop a
relationship, however short and shallow
and then after spending time with the
person engaging in "recreation" be it sex
and / or drugs, he would then commit
the murder. It has not been his pattern

this campus safe - this is part of the
entire community's commitment to

o n e a n o t h e r. T h e r e i s l i t t l e r e a s o n f o r
us to be fearful and lots of reasons

to be vigilant. Feel free to ask me or
others lots of questions, but please do
not spread rumors. Rumors just make

The following are edited comments
from the Newberg Police Department
sent to Dave Johnstone.

If there Is ever a time a person sees
Scott Cox and he is in an area where you
believe he should not be, don't hesitate

to call the police. They can check into
the reason why he Is in a certain loca
t i o n a n d c o n t a c t h i s P a r o l e O f fi c e r.

to do a "snatch and grab" of a woman.

Interview with Communication Across Barriers: Donna Beegle
By ALEXIS CHRISTOPHERSON
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Poverty Is an issue that
impacts us all in one way or

we decide on something
then we create a program
or when we create action

they're really going to matter.

another. Whether we have a

What has been the most ex

heart to help those in poverty
get better opportunities or
whether we grew impoverished,
the reach of poverty stretches
father than we, In our middleclass lives, relatively set apart
from poverty can even imagine.

citing way Comm Barriers has
expanded?
Probably in 2007, we piloted
our Opportunity Community
model where we began doing
conferences for people who are
currently living in poverty...we
began connecting people...we

Donna Beegle, founder of Com
munication Across Barriers is a

woman who rose out of poverty
with the aim to help both sides
u n d e r s t a n d o n e a n o t h e r.

What was your main goal
when you started Communica
tions Across Barriers and what

did you want to achieve?
I learned when 1 was study

in poverty and we match them
to what we a call a navigator. A
navigator is the person not in

poverty and we train them so
that they're not judging, they're
really educated about poverty
and then we give the navigators

really good support with orga
nizations that provide either

they didn't have a real deep
understanding of what people
were going through. That really

like a job Internship or training.
How do you want to expand

people so that they were fight
ing poverty issues and not fight
ing people. I think a lot of time

when there is a belief system

that "Oh they're lazy" or "they're
on welfare" then it's really easy

to judge or let people fall really
far and not reach their potential.
What /5 one of the most im

portant things that Comm Barri
ers does?

resources like food or transpor
tation and/or an opportunity

in the future?

We do Poverty Institute and
a train-the-trainers poverty

coaching institute and we have
that coming up in June. The in
stitute is set up for anyone who
wants to make a difference for

people in poverty, so they go

through two days of reaily in

tensive training. We're planning

more of those down the road.
We also offer Poverty 101 and

Our first contract was working

hope to offer it at every univer

a ten-week curriculum that
included a series of training

more to help those in poverty?
The hope of our country is

in prisons and we developed...

videos and workbooks for

people in prison and a train
ing guide for people who work
in the prisons the goal was...
to really remove the sharne

sity in the country.
What can students do to learn

that people really do warit to
make a difference but dont
know how. With the opportu-

nity model people can help, by
ng a navigator...or helping
that they had been caught by bei
with the conference. Go to your
poverty and lost their hope.

local community action agen-

health professionals, social

pealy make a diference in the
Tommunity. On the bigger pic-

to help give them the education
about poverty, so that when

getn
i g theri water shut of, how

And also to help them, get
along better and have relation
ship and communication skiils.

learning about what goes on in
your community and then you
can start thinking about how to

t h e f o o d b a n k . Yo u h a v e t o s t a r t

use your expertise to say we can

des that came out of the war^on
noverty. They've understaffed
a
nTunderfunded so fi they can
We've expanded into working get extra volunteers, they can
with legal professionals and

service folks, educators, busi wres It's really about getting
ness communities, really trying Smed, how many people are

m a k e a d i ff e r e n c e .

Make a Difference. Be a Mentor!
We have kids waiting for Mentors. Do you have a few hours a month to be a Mentor?
Tht» Metnwrliig Hiili Is h fdrnmunlty jnenTorlnj}

protramwmngyDMih ihiwghowt Ysmhiil Coimty.

do opportunity conferences for
people who are currently living

ing at the University of Port
land that people really did care
about people in poverty but

drove me to want to educate

many people are getting their
cars towed, how many people
are being turned away from

What does a Mentor do?

* Be a t'riend to * youth 13>18>'eai7<if age
* ^nd 8 hours a month being aposstivelnQuence
tnincd Mentor, ycu will br ablf to rhanjir ywir Went res

perspcrtfw of whet the world can offer ondhcipn changing
thcfrllfe. foli ovrprofimm todayl

rtH

|8SKS5R

Contact Mary Klnf at OtehaAem Yoith and
famly for men dataih!
mklnf9cvfs.Mi or call ari-ZaS-WZT.

©

The MtntortncTM PVDgram na pannentup betttveu ramnUfCtwjeir of fMri* a Munin rormyA nnfii Senttrs
arUCAeAiletnYlMl&iSramjy^etVi.kM.a SOI 3Min'p(0(Tt TiheCouribbiNUiiutO'tMrieitantf
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Run 4 Love: striving to fund

L A C I : c a n i t b e b e n e fi c i a l ?
By ALEXIS CHRISTOPHERSON

Love Inc

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

There are few things so dreaded by

was failing because we cremate our

the George Fox University student body

dead, we conform to the cultural form of

as LACI. That's Liberal Arts and Cultural

dress and that our churches lack respect

Issues, for those of you who don't know.

for Christ.

Oh the things you can look forward to as
a senior!

LACI is the required class for every
senior student at George Fox, the final
capstone of your liberal arts career. And
the opinions on this class are rarely
pleasant. With the variety In speakers,

us above whether or not we cremate our

dead. I was angry, more so than t had
been in a long time. Eventually though
that anger turned to sadness, because if
that is how Dr. Rayburn sees the church,
my heart breaks at the life he must lead

So far this semester we've had: the

too-classy-for-the-classroom educa
tion gentleman, the woman who talked
herself out of poverty, the man who be
lieved the future of the church rests on

whether or not we cremate our dead, the

Fox teacher who dances around being
controversial with research study facts as
a partner, and the calm conservationist
who reminded us of our hope as Chris
tians and it's application to the Orang
utans in Indonesia.

If you know a senior who has LACI
this semester, I'm sure you heard some
remarks about Dr. Robert Rayburn. Yep,

a n d t h e G o d h e m u s t k n o w . W h a t fi r s t

had stirred me to anger, then led me to
empathy.
And it startled me, that I could fee!
empathy for a man who thought that I,
as a feminist, was the cause of the fall in
birth rate. Because, from what the world

tells me, I should rise up and fight back
and spout off any number of comebacks
and disagreements to protect my beliefs.
But that's not what I believe I need

to do. And perhaps that is why LACI
is, in fact, so important. Throughout
our careers at George Fox we get the
supreme privilege of being at a school
with a large variety of opinions. But the
stronger of those opinions are loud
and clear on our small campus of 1500
people. Very often we forget that other
opinions and beliefs are out there.
LACI is a timely reminder of the world
into which we will walk after we parade
down the gym aisles to Pomp and Cir
cumstance. We aren't alone in our think

ing, but there are others "who think
differently, and It's Important to under
stand other's shoes, not just how to tear
them down.

Continued from page 2

written pieces especially for this model
that take advantage of its full eight
octaves.

The Imperial makes appearances at the
George Fox Christmas concerts, as well
as at its own annual concerts. The Bosen-

dorfer Concert Series began in 2007 and
gives renowned pianists from around the
world the chance to play on this special

The actual race is set to kickoff at 7:15

pm on the George Fox track with the
course continuing throughout univer
sity's campus.

Paths are said to be well lit, stocked

with plenty of water and filled with many
friendly faces as volunteers come to
cheer on participants.
By KATHERINE VANLANDINGHAM
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

"Being the light in the dark" is the
theme for upcoming glow in the dark
event, hosted at George Fox University
and called Run 4 Love.

Founded by GFU business students in
2012, Run 4 Love is a 5K, glow in the dark
race that sets out to bring unity through
out the community.

This year's event is scheduled to be
held on March 16, with all proceeds ben
efitting the run nonprofit organization,
Love Inc. Based in Newberg, Love Inc.
sets out to serve the community, loving
others as Christ would, hosting a variety
of ministries and making connections

Post-race, runners will have the op

portunity to attend a celebratory gath
ering highlighting both the cause and
community in GFU's Edward-Holman
Science Center where music, food and
fun is to be had.

"I love to run and I thought It would

be a great way to push myself," says Chri
estenson.

Whether looking to get in shape or
looking to support a good cause. Run 4

Love has the potential to create a memo

rable night for all.
If you would like more information
regarding the event, admission prices or
how you can become a registered par
ticipant are available online at http://run4lovenewberg.weebly.com.

within local churches.

RAs and the lifestyle contract:
are there compromises?
B y S TA G E Y A D A M S

Many students believe that Resident
Assistants (RAs) live the easy life on
campus and have more freedom when it
comes to the lifestyle contract; in actual\ty, this is not the case.

Check out our online

piano

Love t-shirt and glow bracelets, included
In the price of admission. , ^

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

he's the man who said that Christendom

FAMOUS PIANO: Lulsi plays our famous

pants can receive their very own Run 4

nist, and as a believer in a God who loves

the semester and the "Ways of Knowing
Truth" essay, LACI packs one last punch
to any beguiled senior just anxious to
get out. Generally, it's not something
that most of us want to give our time of
day to.
But here's the rub; LACI is actually
interesting. And in my half-semester of
LACI, I've found it completely fascinating.
Paul Otto says he " look[s] for speakers
who can speak on topics related to the
range of perspectives—both Christian
and non-Christian, and who are engag
ing and interesting in their presentation."
The speakers brought in can rally up a
whole-hearted "I agree" or a war-cry of
anger and every gamut in between.

oarticipant Cheldon Chriestenson
Race check-in begins 6 p.m. Partici

Oh boy.
Everyone loves a good conflict and
this guy handed it to us on a golden
platter.
At first I was indignant. I felt attacked
as an X generation Christian, as a femi

the huge poster project at the end of

semester's theme, who reflect a wide

"Love Inc's mission isn't to convert;

It's to love individuals and families that
are in the need of it," says GFU registered

opinion by Stacey
A d a m s o n D r. R o b e r t

Rayburn

I am an RA and I do not feel as if that

respond so easily to the pressure you
apply when you strike the keys."

junior David Shin agrees.

"The [piano] has an intimidating pres
ence," he says. "Intimidating in the sense

that it holds so much beauty and ele
gance, kind of like the decoration on top
of a cake. The last thing you want to do
is cut it and eat it.. .the Bauman auditori

instrument.

um and the Imperial Bbsendorfer are like

George Fox students who have been
privileged enough to play the Impe
rial can't say enough about it. "It feels
fake almost compared to other pianos,"
explains Flaherty, "because the keys

a perfect duo: the piano complements
the hall for its excellent acoustics and the

hall compliments the piano by allowing
the piano to project majestically."

gives me extra liberties over anyone else
on campus. Of course, I cannot speak for
every RA: I can only speak for myself.
However, time and time again I hear
students ask why RAs are allowed to
break the lifestyle contract while other
students are expected to uphold it. RAs
are actually expected to follow the life
style contract in the same manner as
everyone else; we do not get a hall pass
because of our job.
My usual weekend consists of home
work, sleeping, and hanging out with
my friends and house mates. I am not
out somewhere having a night on the
town and breaking all the rules. In my

opinion, the rules apply to me more than
other students because I am a leader on

campus and I am representing George
Fox.

Of course, you might be thirvkiag that
I am just saying this because \ wouVb
not want to admit to breaking the rules,
but that is not true. I have no time to do

anything that would be seen as break
ing a rule on campus because every day
I am running from class to work and back
again. However, like I said: I can only
speak about my own behavior.
RAs have no special treatment in any
form and are normal students like ev

eryone else. RAs are put on a pedestal,
when really we are just like you. We are
human too. We make mistakes, but we
do not purposely break rules and abuse
the responsibility that we have been
given.

BIG BANG: Dr. Schaeffer speaks
on the Big Bang, Stephen Hawking

Earn your credential and master's
degree in education at APU.

and God

Continued from page 1

believed that Christianity and
science were not competing
philosophies. He concluded

his lecture with this point, 'The
cause of the universe must be

some entity operating in a time

dimension completely codependent of and preexisting

to the time dimension of our
cosmos."

POPE: the future of the Pope's
throne is in question

Continued from page 1

March and will conclude when
the Pope is chosen; an event

signaled by white smoke rising
from the chapel's chimney and

the ringing of the basilica's bell.
After his farewell

speech, the former Bishop of
Rome was flown to this new lo-

cation and posted his last Tweet

pPontifex,
you
for your
love and "Thank
support.
May
you

always experience the joy that
cemfp
centre
of yournf""
lives." as the
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How to pick a Roommate: the ins and outs of picking your soulmate
By HEATHER DEROSA

help you select only the best room

Crescent Staff

mate option on campus, leading to pure
roommate bliss. We've all heard tall tales

a
vyl C
~ed on '
weredma&
tched' up' raa
ndom

of roomrnate pairings hitting the fan,
resulting in tension, hurt feelings, or (in

ning of a beautiful friendship, and Xr
times you wind up with your firsrSn

in the fall, just have fun with it and re

«°nnalre that Studint Life
sent out. Sometimes this is the beoincampus

e n e m y.

'■

dramatic cases) a relocation of one or
more parts of the roommate pairing.

No matter who you end up living with

member the school year is only about

weeks long: it can't be that bad. Even
Consider this article your "how to" 32
if
your
roommate eats all your food, is
article, complete with a questiol^^ to

noisy on Saturday mornings when you

Whtn -fihnt mom did Mour [omdYihl

Question 1: How messy»are you? This seems to be the biggest com
plaint in rooming situations. While one roommate believes in scrub

bing down your home with bleach weekly, the other has no problem

with the sink coliecting your dishes that wili be washed once a month.
If you're both slobs, you may want to contact the nearest Merry Maids
to come in at least once before check-out time to keep you from
racking up fines. It really would be a great investment: more time to
study and pack, less time cleaning out those rotting pizza boxes On
your living room floor.'

m

•

•

just want to sleep in, or borrows your

car without chipping in for gas money,
remember you can do anything for 32
weeks, including sharing a home with
someone who is less than ideal for you.
Also remember to voice, politely of
course, when you begin getting irritated
by your roommate's habits, before they

send you into a tailspin of anger, hurt

tion.

Don't forget, it's all in your attitude
when you approach a living situation.
Whether you know going into it that
you and your roommate will become
the best of friends, or if you are living

feelings, and months of awkward inter

with a random stranger placed with you

actions.

compliments of Student Life, approach

There are a few simple questions you
can ask during the roommate "dating"

it with the attitude that this next school

year will be the best one yet.

Social life no+ includtc.

Question 2: How much homework do you do? This is a big one. If
you are a nursing major, it probably wouldn't be a good idea to live

with a communications major, if you spend 40 hours a week doing
homework, it probably wouldn't be a good idea to live with someone
who does four hours of homework a week. When you want to have
playtime after class, and do just enough homework to get by, your

roommate who is focused on school probably won't appreciate your
distraction, even if, that roommate could help you stay focused on
school, and not on the booming social scene here.

•

(Fu+urt) Mrs. Micl^ Jon^^s d Mour servicti

process. These can prevent you from any
angry rages as well as keep you from In
creasing Newberg's homeless popula

•

•
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Question 3: Who was your favorite '90s boy band ? Growing up in the

'90s was great, when N*Sync and the Back Street Boys rul^ the air

Question 4: Do you have transportation? This is a question solely out

answer. If they answer with "I didn't listen to secular music because it s

transportation, and don't forget to fill it up with gas once you return it.

waves. You can tell a lot about your future roommate based on their

of the devil" you may want to cut the roommate dating process short,

of practicality. Don't forget to ask if you can borrow your roommate's
Nobody likes a free loader.

and put yourself out there again to find another potential roommate
match.

^
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The Salsa Dance: get ready to sway your hips at the annual dance
By JORDAN PHILLIPS
. Crescent Staff

Strap on your most festive heels and

agree as well. They both have a hand in
the production of this event in their sep
arate
roles.
*
Gonzalez was excited to reveal that

expect a wide variety of lively, dance-

able Spanish songs to get you moving
throughout the night.
While music is an essential part of the

will be live music played at the Salsa dance, so is the attire. Gonzalez ex
throw on your friliest dress! Prepare to there
dance But, of course she would know plains what would be the best thing to
hear the rhythm of congas, mfa"s, since she is the lead singer of the band wear for both men and women.
"Girls should try to stay semi-formal,"
and the melodic tunes of
niaving. They call themselves 36th
specified
Gonzalez. She also mentions
annual Salsa dance is almost here, ^
conqa a collaboration made between that dresses
that work well for when you
means its time for George Fox stu
the Spanish chapel band and a few turn around would
suit this event.
to gather together and celebrate.
outside instrumentalists.
As
for
guys,
slacks
and a dress shirt
Celebrate what, you ask? Well
Along with live music, there will also
be appropriate. This Is not a casual
in particular; it is about tirne we had be a DJ That's where Ramirez, the Events would
event, so sweatpants would be a definite
another dance on campus to . ■

coordinator for the Latin Heritage Club

fi HO comes in. Ramirez has planned for don't. Gonzalez's general advice: "You
want to look good."
and enjoy the company of each ' ^ I HC to DJ the Salsa dance after a couple just The
coordinators of the Salsa dance

dents to shake off the strf ses of ^

Both Michelle Gonzalez and Kanna of numbers from 36th conga. Overall.

Ramirez, George Fox seniors.

didn't forget to consider those students
who don't know how to dance the tradi

tional Spanish dances, so don't worry.
According to Ramirez, the LHC will be
providing dance lessons for all students

on March 7. Learn how to do the salsa,

the bachata, the merengue, and many

other Spanish dances to show off at the

salsa dance. Don't forget to mark your

calendars for March 9. The Salsa dance

will be held In the EHS building 8-10 p.m.

ANONYMOUS: Did Anonymous

a n d c o n t i n u e t o c r e a t e c o m m u n i t y,

get out of hand?

express yourselves and have fun."
Many students voiced their con

Continued from page 1

name they're all the same concept.
If the page doesn't break any rules I
don't see why they'd be threatening.

cerns and frustrations if indeed it was

It's Just sad."

cowardly. My sense is that someone

true that the GFU administration that
shut the page down.
"That is a shame. This Is a great

of the university shutting down the
page based on the fact of an occa

without repercussions."

way to even have alums comment

post of this sort also seems a little
is taking advantage of being able to
post with anonymity and create fear
An email from the page admin
istrator said, "About three days ago I

got this message from what seems
like an insider:'To admin. GFU is des

perately trying to track you down
and lay down some serious punish
ment. Duck.' Then I got some more

messages today that hinted that they
knew who I was and insisted I delete

the page."
The admin continued by writing,

"I am not giving up because I am
afraid, I am giving up because I have
too much to lose here at Fox. This

sort of thing needs to stop happen
ing and I hope the new page keeps

it alive. Someone (not even I know)
made an 'Anonymous at Fox 2.O.'

This fearless person is willing to take
up from where we left off. I would
encourage everyone who believes

in the idea to like the new page

on current Bruins'situations and offer

advice or commentary," one student
commented on the status posted

by the page administrators on Facebook.

"I've felt much more connect

ed to campus since this page was
started. I have to admit though, when

I first saw this page ... I thought
there was only a matter of time
before they tried to take it down, just
like similar pages in the past,"another

Johnstone addressed the issue

sional breach of lifestyle contract
made by anonymous posters.

great

NEWS!

CRESCENT GOES ONLINE

"The only time we would feel
the need to find out more informa
tion about the source is if someone
threatened someone else with harm

or if they threatened themselves," he
said. "The site administrators would
not face any punishment, however in
the first scenario there would prob

£

w w w. g f u c r e s c e n t . c o m

ably be some police conversations, in

the second the administrator would

most likely feel their own internal

student commented.
Another student commented on

pressure."

the status, "What GFU wants us to

actual threats were made by Student

take from this: your opinion doesn't
matter. You have to have the right

Life, nor was there ever any plan by
Student Life to punish the admins of

opinion to be known. Shame on you
George Fox administration."

posters on the page.

As of right now, it appears that no

the Facebook page, or anonymous

visit our new website to read

your George Fox headlines

Another wrote, "Wow. Almost

U P D AT E D

every other college has an anony
mous page on Facebook whether
they be called confessions or another
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Held-Evans scheduled

as Chapel speaker
By LEAH ABRAHAM
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

*

Author and blogger Rachel
Held Evans is scheduled to

speak at chapel on March 13.
Evans is an award-winning

author, speaker, and blogger
living in Dayton, Tenn. and has
authored two books: "Evolv

ing in Monkey Town" and "A
Year of Biblical Womanhood."

Evarvs first gained popu

larity through her btog-.
rachelheldevans.com. In

her blog, Evans frequently
writes about church, sexu

ality, women, and other
though-provoking topics.
Evans

was

born

in

Bir

mingham, Ala. and moved to
Dayton, Tenn. at the age of
14. She graduated from Bryan
College with the Bachelors of
Arts In English Literature. She
married Dan Evans, whom
she met at Bryan College.
Evans'
"A

Ye a r

anhood:

of

newest

book,

Biblical

How

a

Wom

Liberat

ed Woman Found Herself

Sitting on Her Roof, Cover
ing Her Head, and Calling Her

Whether God is calling you to serve in church ministry, non-profit work, psychological
practice, or other vocations in the marketplace, Fuller wil shape and refine you Intellectually,
spiritually, personally, and missionaliy-wherever you are.
Starting this fall, it's easier than ever to study at Fuller. Enroll in one of three
degree programs that allow you to learn without leaving your context:
■ MA in Intercuiturai Studies (MAICS)'

Husband 'Master', " is a New
Yo r k Ti m e s b e s t s e l l e r a n d
Evans' most celebrated work.

In this book, Evans writes

about her yearlong experi
ment literally living a bibli
cal lifestyle. This included
camping outside her house
when she was on her period,
sewing her own clothes, and
even calling her husband
"Master." Very similar to AJ.

■ MA in Theology and Ministry (MAIM)'

J a c o b ' s " T h e Ye a r o f B i b l i c a l

■ MA in Global Ministry (MAGL)

what it means to be an "Eshet

Living," Evans' book explores
Chayil" (Hebrew for 'woman

or valor') in the 21st century.
Evans' work has been

Become part of our richly diverse learning community-committed to

featured on NPR, Slate, The

BBC, The Washington Post,

Jesus Christ and passionate to serve. Apply today.

the Guardian (UK), the Times

London, The 'Hufftngton
Post, and Oprah.com. Evans
also was named Christian

'New flexibte options pondmg ATS and WASC approval

Come and visit our Pasadena campus, March 18 or 25: www.fuller.edu/springbreak

Today's "50 Women to Watch."

To learn more about Evans,

visit her website rachelheidevans.com. Evans will be
Pasadena • Colorado • Northwest
California Coast • Northern California
Southwest • Texas • Online

THEOLOGY 1 PSYCHOLOGY 1INTERCULTURAL STUDIES

speaking at Shalom in the Cap

0
FULLER
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

and Gown Room on Mar. 12
and at Chapel in the Bauman
Auditorium on Mar. 13

